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SMS ControlMate – Versatile SMS monitoring and control
Wednesday, 20 October 2021

INTRODUCTION
The unit provides a flexible control and monitoring solution using SMS text messaging to work with remotely located
devices or equipment. There are many SMS control products in the market… ControlMate offers a number of PLClike capabilities not found in any of those other products.
(Currently v211020 – this document)
continuous improvement, this online manual always reflects the latest features and typo
included in ControlMate. A controller chip with the latest updated software is available
exchange.

Due to
corrections
for purchase or

IMPORTANT: On 10 August 2017, some less important commands were removed – which are available under other
existing commands – e.g. SHOwing in and out states.

4G / Dial-In: With the current 4G option (SIM7600), some carriers & SIM cards are implementing 4G
voice calls via VoLTE (data) rather than the older 2/3G compatible voice channels. ControlMate will
NOT answer or call-back on VoIP call channels. You may have some success if the modem connects on
a 3G cell, but DialIn/Call-back functionality cannot be assured.
Applications for ControlMate may be as simple as sensing a gate open or closed, starting and stopping a generator.
Sensing a tank is full, remotely starting a pump, turning on the security lights - and everything between.
ControlMate is supplied as a card, for integration to your own control or monitoring system. The unit implements
four contact-closure inputs, and four change-over (SPDT) relays to operate external devices with the unit.

INPUTS
•

•

•

•

1

2-wire / ‘zero-volt’ inputs (contact-closure).
for N/O or N/C sources1
detection timing.
User defined ‘text’ messages attached to the ON
states when sending SMS notifications.
Open OFF = Gate Closed
Separate ON and OFF hold delay before the new
raised. e.g. wait for a door to be held for 10 secs
triggering… or Ignore a chattering gate / sensor…
Separately assignable ‘internal’ control of other
based on input changes.

Configurable
<20mS
and OFF
e.g. ON = Gate
input state is
before
functions

N/C (Normally Closed) inputs offer the added benefit of detecting a broken wire in the switching circuit.
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OUTPUT RELAYS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uncommitted-isolated SPDT changeover contacts.
Output state may be latching on/off, flashing2, or a timed duration to operate the controlled device, or simply
‘tell’ another product to do its own thing.
Text strings attached to the ON and OFF states when sending SMS notifications.
e.g. when ON = ‘Pump Start’, or when OFF = ‘Pump Stop’
Independent timer events may be assigned to any command on any days of the week.
Authorised free ‘voice’ dial-in callers are able to initiate a command (once per call).
Any function may be configured as a response to the free call.
Relays after power-failure may be restored to the previous state at power-on, to all-off, or a pre-configured
state.

OTHER FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Standalone, or remote operation. After configuration, many operational functions can be performed without
user intervention.
As a 3G solution, ControlMate may be placed and administered from almost anywhere in the world with phone
coverage. A suitably provisioned SIM card with no PIN lock must be installed.
Once configured, the text notifications are clear and easy to understand, with information about what
happened, why, and who or what initiated it.
Setup may be performed with a personal computer and a simple terminal program3 , or using SMS commands
for remote management and status inquiries.
Complete operating configuration may be saved to a text file, and restored or copied to other controllers in the
future4
Abbreviated text commands to set up and operate. Commands are not case-sensitive.
An access list allows only pre-authorised numbers to send commands or dial-in to the unit.
Access list members default to being ‘administrators’ – with full access, or may be demoted to ‘users’ with
restrictions. Specific users may be denied control of individual relay outputs.
If a unit has been ‘accidentally’ cleared of all settings, a ‘backdoor’ code allows you to remotely add yourself to
the Access List to rebuild the configuration.
An internal ‘watchdog’ ensures the controller won’t become locked in unattended locations, and resets the unit
in event of an unexpected lock up.
User accessible indicators show the current logical status of each input and output, as well as general
ControlMate activity.
The attention LED indicates the modem / SIM account is initialising or has failed to connect.
Any controller may be designated as a slave to any other controller
– which will reflect the output states across both devices from the ‘initiator’ to the slave.

WHEN PROGRAMMING OR OTHERWISE CHANGING CONTROLMATE SETUP,
PRECAUTIONS THAT DEVICES CONNECTED TO THE OUTPUT RELAYS DO NOT
UNEXPECTEDLY.

TAKE
ACTIVATE

BASIC CONCEPTS
To assist in using ControlMate, several concepts will help understand its functions.
2

If ‘flash’ mode is enabled, the user must ensure the controlled device will support repeated on/off cycles.
Terminal programs include: PuTTY, TeraTerm and others with an added USB-TTL-serial adapter. Console access is faster and
more cost-effective than sending multiple SMS messages during setup – unless the device is far away from the user.
4
To restore or copy configuration data, the target must be running the same memory ‘version’ as the original ControlMate.
3
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COMMANDS
IN

Allow users to control or configure the ControlMate functionality.

The ‘contact-closure’ interface that receives trigger events from external devices.
Inputs may be ‘inverted’ to accommodate ‘normally-closed’ circuits.
Inputs may have a user-defined delay when changing state on and/or off.
Input changes may perform any internal command to execute other tasks.

OUT

The changeover relay outputs that control the user’s attached devices. Outputs may be driven as a steady
ON-or-OFF state, flashing, or pulsed for a specific duration when an ‘on’ event is triggered.
Outputs may be set to ‘initialise’ at a known pre-set state, or at the last known state.

CLI

The list of caller-id numbers that identifies who can control, and who is notified by SMS text message.
Callers or commands from unlisted numbers are ignored.
CLI entries include a phone number (CLINUM) and ‘friendly’ name (CLINAME) of callers, along with a DIAL-IN
command for ‘free’ voice calls.
*ADMIN / USER / SLAVE membership offer additional protection and features
Admin users receive error notifications, however if an Admin CLI number is entered wrongly, the message
will retry and fail - and if the other operational error persists across restarts – it may become impossible to
recover, and a UTIL-RESET may be necessary to clear all the configuration data. This is a by-product of the
SMS retry and auto-recovery capabilities.

ACL

Access Control List – permits or denies individual users from controlling specific outputs.

SMS

Notifications may be individually routed for selected members of the CLI list – when specific inputs or
outputs change state.
e.g. George hears about the security sensors, Tom gets notified about pump events.

TIMER There are multiple independent timers, which may be set to automatically perform any controller function
on specified days at the same times.

CONTROLMATE V2 – LOGICAL BLOCK DIAGRAM
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COMMAND SUMMARY
These control and inquiry messages may be typed at the ‘setup’ terminal, or sent via SMS text message. Requests
will respond to the sender with confirmation of the action, or a brief help message to help identify the valid
commands. If a command is not recognised, any following ‘lines’ will be ignored t avoid setting invalid states.
Virtually all configuration values interact with other settings to achieve complex results.
Always check your plan before, and re-check the settings after you make them,
then test they operate the way you intended!
All action commands are notified back to the sender, even if the sender is not in the SMS list.
Only the bold letters are required for ControlMate to recognise the command.
Commands are not case-sensitive.
CONTROL OUTPUTS
OUT

0123 | all

ALL USERS with ACL permission
On/Off/tog
Optional

0123

On m/s/h
(hours default)

5
6

SHOW OPERATING VALUES
CLI5
SHOw

ALL USERS

SHOw

INputs

[from [to]]
cliIndex

SHOw

OUTputs

[from [to]]
cliIndex

SHOw

ONTimes

SHOw

TIMers

{cliIndex}
default = reply
to sender
[from [to]]
cliIndex

SHOw

ALIASes

[from [to]]
cliIndex

SHOw

SMS

(Start from
cliIndex)

SHO

ZSMS

(Start from
cliIndex)

SHOw

BOARd

SHOw
SHOw
SHOw

SYS
SIM / MODem
VERBosity
DETail

SHOw

COUNTers

[from [to]]
cliIndex

Simply turn output/relay on,
off or toggle its state.
ACL will be checked before
relay state is changed.

The optional ‘m/s/h’ value
sets the output on for ‘n’
mins, secs or hours.
(one-time use only)
Takes approx. 20
secs to return
*all* records
Takes approx. 10
secs to return
*all* records
Takes approx. 10
secs to return
*all* records

Display the list of authorised
users in the nominated range
Show a status of inputs in the
nominated range
Show a status of outputs in
the nominated range
Display the to-date total on
times for each output

Takes approx. 20
secs to return
*all* records
Takes approx. 20
secs to return
*all* records

Show the timer settings in the
nominated range
Display the command
replacement strings
Show the list of IN & OUT
SMS notification assignments.
Display the zero counter SMS
assignments for each CL
Display hardware build date
and original customer name6
Displays controller information
Displays modem & SIM info
0=minimal message content
1=minimal content
2=maximum content
Displays historical counter
data since last sw update

SET COMMANDS

FOR ADMIN USERS ONLY

SET CLI VARIABLES
CLINUMber
SET

CliIndex

SET

CLINAMe

CliIndex

SET

ADMIN

CliIndex

CallerID - For
ISD numbers use
the full number
or + prefix
name

Set authorised CallerID
number in position ‘cli’
04123345678
Set a friendly-name for
position ‘cli’ e.g. John Smith
Allow all commands

SHO CLI may take several seconds to return a listing, as it generates a response based on all possible users.
Counters, build date and customer are stored in persistent memory – not initialised by SET CLEAR
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SET
SET

USER7
SLAVe8

CliIndex
CliIndex

Mirrors local output
states to a remote
‘slave’ unit.

SET

ACL

CliIndex / all

{output list}

SET

INSMS

CliIndex / all

{input list}

SET

OUTSMS

cli / all

{output list}

SET

INZsms9

CliIndex / all

{input list}

SET

OUTZsms10

CliIndex / all

{output list}

SET

DIALIN

CliIndex

command

SET INPUT VARIABLES
ONDELay
SET

input

duration11

SET

OFFDELay

input

duration

SET

INONtext

input

SET

INOFFtext

Input

SET

ONCMD

input

String
0-chars set
1-char will
be sent
String
0-chars set
1-char will
be sent
command

SET

OFFCMD

input

command

SET

INO

input

SET

INC

input

SET

INCOunter

input

Requires input
to change state
to resync status
Requires input
to change state
to resync status
Value
(-32000 to
+32000)

No SET commands
Sends raw OUT messages
to another ControlMate
Permit CLI member to control
specific outputs {0123}.
Select which CLI users will
receive notifications of INPUT
state changes.
Select which CLI users will
receive notifications of
OUTPUT state changes.
Select which CLI users will
receive ‘on’ notifications when
INPUT counter #input
reaches ZERO.
Select which CLI users will
receive ‘on’ notifications when
OUTPUT counter #output
reaches ZERO.
Command to execute if user
dials in to the controller

dflt
not
dflt
not

Set the hold-off delay after an
input changes state – to
becoming ‘ON’
Set the hold-off delay after an
input changes state – to
becoming ‘OFF’
Set the text notification to be
associated with each input
ON state
Set the text notification to be
associated with each input
OFF state
Assign a command when IN n
turns ON – also see INDO
Assign a command when IN n
turns OFF – also see INDO
Set input to N/O operation
(normal…)12
Set input to N/C operation
(inverted…)
Set value n for input counter.
(Increments for each ‘on’
event)

7

If a CLI user number is a landline or other ‘non SMS’ capable device (typically for dial-in applications) – it is desirable to set it as
a USER type – so admin messages are not sent out unnecessarily. USERs can’t SET configuration values – so it doesn’t make any
operational difference.
8
Setting SLAVE in the sending ‘master’ unit will forward OUT on/off messages >to> the slave.
Setting SLAVE in the receiving unit will stop the slave from replying to the master commands. (Recommended)
9
INZsms will post a notification every time that input goes ‘on’ with an INCOunt value of zero.
To avoid repeating messages, turn off the INZsms setting, or set INCOunt to a new non-zero value.
10
OUTZsms will post a notification every time that output goes ‘on’ with an OUTCOunt value of zero.
To avoid repeating messages, turn off the OUTZsms setting, or set OUTCOunt to a new non-zero value.
11
Delays and pulse durations may be entered as ‘seconds’ by default, or may be specified - using ms/sec/min/hour to assist in
calculating longer durations. (not case sensitive). The actual delay period is approximate, and may be significantly affected by
other activities – e.g. SMS message processing
12
Changing the input operating mode may trigger notifications or control events if the input is mapped.
It is recommended that INO/INC changes are made while the equipment is ‘safe’.
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Negative values will stop at
zero
SET OUTPUT VARIABLES
OUTCOunter
SET

output

Value
(-32000 to
+32000)

SET

OUTONtext

output

text

SET

OUTOFtext

output

text

SET

PULse

output

duration13

SET

FLAsh

output

duration

SET SYSTEM VARIABLES
SITE
SET

NAME

name

SET

CALLback

on|off

Default is ON

SET

VERBosity
DETail

n

Default 0xFF
= all ON

SET

ALIAS

replaceString
(one word)

withString
(up to 24 chars)

SET
SET

TIMEr timer hh:mm {daysNoSpaces} {command}
on|off
SAVemode
LASTknown

SET

ONSTate

CLEAR SETTINGS

output

A unique identifier for this
ControlMate Displayed in
SHO SYS and SMS
messages
Enable or disable the dial-in
callback feature.
0=minimal message content
1=minimal content
2=maximum content
Define replacement strings.
e.g. pump translates to out 1
Set a recurring timer event
Determines whether the
ControlMate will restart with
the last-known output states,
or use pre-set states for each
relay.
When SAVemode is turned
OFF, we can individually set
the next power-on state for
each output relay

This parameter
ALWAYS
lower-case!

SET

CLEAR

all

SET

CLEAR

CLI

SET

CLEAR

sms

SET
SET
SET

CLEAR
CLEAR
CLEAR

in
out
alias

SET

CLEAR

aliases

SET

CLEAR

ONTime

SET
SET

CLEAR
MODEM

tim

SMS ControlMate/3G © 2016-2019

on|off

Set value n for output counter.
(Increments for each ‘on’
event)
Negative values will stop at
zero
Set the text notification to be
associated with each output
ON state
Set the text notification to be
associated with each output
OFF state
Set the pulse ‘on’ duration for
each relay.
Set the flashing rate for each
relay.

on|off

Clears all configuration
settings
Clears all the caller/user
identifiers
Clears the SMS notification
list
Clear all INPUT settings
Clear all OUTPUT settings
index

Clear one ALIAS string for a
specific index. Use SHOw
ALIAS
Clear ALL alias substitution
strings
Clear all output accumulated
ON timers
Clear all TIMER settings
To save power under
constrained supply conditions,
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you may turn the modem
OFF14
MISC COMMANDS

SKIPDEL
REPOrt
XREPOrt

{cliNumber}
default = reply
to sender

XREPO gives an
extended report

Skip over any onDelay or
offDelay straight to the state.
Send health report to
CLI #n…

Some commands have similar spelling. Ensure that you’ve chosen and used the correct command!

PASSPHRASE COMMANDS
SET

KEY or
PASS

SHOw

Up to 15
chars in a
single word.
leave BLANK
to remove
the key

KEY or

SET the security pass code

DISPLAY the security pass code

PASS

UNLock
KEY
Sk3leton
(lowercase)

Passcode
(As set above)

Unlocks access for a period of time
– then re-locks automatically

one-time*
backdoor key

Unlock controller security for two
minutes
An invalid SKEL entry
displays the failed attempt

* The unique one-time unlock key is derived from sk3l failure message, Setting/changing the key, or ‘breaking
in’ to the controller is only available from the serial console cable – to eliminate external users locking
you out of your own controller.

PASSCODE EXAMPLES
If you see
PASSCODE?
On the serial console after the reflash – it’s locked!
If you type any command, and see
PASSCODE?
Yes, it’s really locked.

Normally, if you know the passcode, type
KEY {passcode} or UNLock {passcode}
Which will unlock the controller to accept commands, make config changes etc.
The controller will automatically re-lock after a period of inactivity.
Mixed-case keywords e.g. key PAssPhRaSe are CASE-SENSITIVE !

14

If the modem is OFF, local operations are unaffected. The modem will be turned on automatically if needed to send a
message, and will turn the modem off again after 30 minutes without further communications.
From the console, or when the modem is on, it can be turned on/off manually with SET MODEM ON / OFF.
If the modem is left off for longer than 24 hours, the controller will enter deep-sleep, requiring a power-cycle.

SMS ControlMate/3G © 2016-2019
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If you DON’T know the passcode --From the console – you have a backdoor for one-time access (not via SMS)
By using the prompt for a failed access
[Thu 09:49] PASSCODE?

TO SET A NEW PASSCODE
Only from the serial console – not via SMS
When you are in the command line / allowed access –
SET KEY {passcode}
Sets a new passcode – or if blank – will clear the existing passcode.
SET KEY {leave blank}
All users must know the new passcode to perform future actions.

POWER SAVING
Under battery operation, keep the unit connected to a trickle charger whenever not being used.
The controller is aware of ‘low’ operating voltage and ‘crash-stop’ voltage states (less than required to keep the
modem and/or battery viable15).
If either voltage threshold is reached for more than ~30 seconds, a text notification will be sent to all ADMIN CLI
users.
If it was low-voltage ‘warning’ - the modem will be turned OFF to save the remaining battery charge. It can still
‘send’ notifications. If the battery / charge recovers – the unit will revert to the fully operational state.
However if the battery voltage drops below the ‘crash-stop’ level, it will send a message – then shut down the
controller completely until the unit is recharged / turned off and back on.

To reduce power consumption in battery applications or remote locations, you can send the command SET MODEM
OFF16, which will reduce power usage by around 50% - extending battery life even further.
The Power/Activity indicator LED slows to blink every 4 seconds when the modem is turned off.
IMPORTANT NOTES: Further incoming SMS commands will not be received until the modem is turned on again, but
15

The battery powered units have an internal Sealed Lead-Acid (SLA) battery, which must be kept above 11 volts to retain the
performance of the battery over its life.
16
The clock and timers when the modem is ‘on’ are derived from the cellular network. When the modem is off, the time is
maintained locally, but is not as accurate over longer periods. When the modem is turned on again - the clock will be
resynchronised to the cell network.

SMS ControlMate/3G © 2016-2019
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when a new outbound message is generated, the modem will turn on automatically – and will remain on for 30
minutes (in case you need to respond remotely).
NOTE:
Using timers to turn the modem ‘off’ in the evening, and ‘on’ in the morning, will still raise notifications when
needed, but save battery power by not ‘listening’ for your incoming messages overnight while you’re asleep.
Another option if it suits your application - is to simply turn the modem off ‘all the time’ with SET MODEM OFF…
then as mentioned elsewhere, you’ll still get messages & notifications generated by the unit, and you can respond or
send commands back in the period after any messages – and the modem will automatically go back to sleep 30
minutes after the last message transaction either way.
Do not turn the modem OFF in SLAVE controllers – because they can’t receive slave commands!

SMS ControlMate/3G © 2016-2019
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DIAL-IN EVENTS
ControlMate supports a voice-call from any authorised CLI number to initiate any controller command. The
command for CLI member ‘n’ may be changed with SET DIALIN n {command}
Each CLI user may have a different assigned dial-in command.
The ControlMate allows the call to ‘ring’ twice17, but rejects the incoming call – thus it is a free call, however the
caller won’t know if the device has turned on or off18 in response to the dial-in. If you have SMS assigned to that
event, the unit can be configured to send a confirmation of the recent dial-in event.
When a successful call-in has been made, hang-up within 5 secs, and the controller will make a return call as
notification of a successful access attempt. DO NOT ANSWER THE CALLBACK, or the SIM account will be charged.
Reject or ignore the notification call-back, which will be dropped after approximately 5 seconds. Call-back
notifications may be disabled with SET CALL OFF
For example, if ‘Out 0 Toggle’ is configured, and output 0 is connected to a pump, which can run for up to an
hour…
Set the pulse duration for output 0 to hold ‘on’ for 1 hour… then if a caller dials in, or forgets to call back, the pump
will turn off automatically after an hour anyway. This doesn’t help if someone else dials in ‘to be helpful’ – soon
after you turned the pump on – as they will simply turn the pump off !
Just make sure those in the caller ID access list know what they’re doing. The notifications can help reduce any
confusion. If you don’t get a call-back – the command may not have been executed – so checking with a SHO xxx
inquiry may be worthwhile.
Users may be added to the OUTSMS assignments for any output – and they’ll be notified by text message whenever
that relay changes state.
CAUTION: DialIn commands may not work on 4G/LTE connections (carrier dependent)

SETTING TIMERS
The timer capabilities are extremely flexible. There are multiple timers – each may be set to operate on one or more
days of the week at a specified time.
Example: To set timer #4 to toggle output relay #1 on Weekends at 17:00 (5:00pm) –
SET TIMER 4 17:00 Wke out 1 tog

To break this down into four fields…
SET TIMER 4 is self-explanatory…
17:00 is the time on selected days to perform the command.
This timer is only triggered on Weekend days (WKE),
… and the command to be executed is OUT 1 TOG
Any valid ControlMate command may
it modifies the timer that triggered it!

>set tim 3 12:00 motufr out 2 tog
Timer 3: at 12:00 MoTuFr, do [out 2 on]

be used. Even if

17

Caller-ID data is provided between the first and second incoming ring. Ensure the phone making the incoming call is
configured to send Caller-ID information, or ControlMate can’t identify the caller by their number.
18
The caller’s phone number must be correctly stored in the CLI list for a dial-in to be successful. There is no difference to a dialin user if their call is accepted or rejected as being a CLI member. It is suggested in this case that any dial-in output is configured
with a pulsed duration, or to send an SMS back to the sender - to avoid being accidentally toggled the ‘wrong’ way – thus any
dial-in call after the pulse has expired will always set the output ‘on’ for another pulse cycle.
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The timer ‘days’ may be any combination of –
ALL, WKD, WKE, SA, SU, MO, TU, WE, TH, FR – without commas or spaces between.

e.g. typing WKETUFR – will arm the timer for
WKEnds (Saturday+Sunday)
plus TUesday and FRiday

ControlMate commands are not case-sensitive.
To review timer settings use SHO TIMer or
SHO TIMer n for detail about timer ‘n’.
list is ‘too long’ use the detail view (SHO TIMer n)

>sho tim
--TIMERS-- ON
0: 22:00 Mon-Fri
1: 00:00 Every Day
3: 12:00 MoTuFr
5: 14:00 TuTh
6: 11:00 Mon-Fri
7: 13:00 WeThFr
9: 13:00 Sat-Sun

-

If the full

One possible use may be to enable or disable a
particular user’s rights on certain days or times…
SET TIMER 6 17:00 all set ACL 2 3
SET TIMER 7 03:00 wkemo set ACL 2 {blank}
SET TIMER 8 23:00 tuwethfr set ACL 2 {blank}

// User 2 out 3 on all days
// disable all outs for user 2
// disable all outs for user 2

This allows user #2 to operate relay output 3 between 17:00 (5pm), and 03:00 WeeKEnds and MOndays ( WkeMo -orSaSuMo), and until 23:00 (11pm) on other days (TuWeThFr).

SMS NOTIFICATIONS
Most interaction with ControlMate occurs via SMS text messages. Due to the restricted length of standard ‘single
message’ texts – the content is often brief and to the point.
HOWEVER: There are occasions on a heavily configured system, particularly with
text/message prompts… that some commands will return a warning because the
message is ‘too long’. In these cases use a detail view to see the settings you are looking
messages ae always visible on the ‘local’ serial console.

lengthy
response
for. Longer

e.g. SHO TIMERS could create an over-length reply, but SHO TIMER 2 (or any other number) will return a shorter,
but more detailed reply.
If no users are configured to receive INSMS or OUTSMS from the caller access list, only the person that sends a
command or request will get an acknowledgement/ reply from ControlMate.
If the ControlMate operation involves a change of input state – any users19 with INSMS associations will be notified.
The same applies to users with OUTSMS associations – for output state changes. You must keep in mind that with
any DIalIn, and onCMD/offCMD  settings, the inputs and outputs may operate without any user commands.
NOTE: INSMS/OUTSMS messages are only sent if the input or output changes state.
command if the output is already ‘on’ will not generate a ‘change of state’ message. This
manage excess SMS traffic. SLAVE updates will be sent whether or not the local output
to keep the slave controller in sync with the sender.

Sending an ON
is done to
changes state –

If more than one CLI access list member is associated with an input (INSMS) or output (OUTSMS), any state changes
on those inputs and outputs will be notified to all those assigned users – as well as the person that initiated the
event.

19

It is possible for INSMS and OUTSMS to generate a lot of text messages! Ensure only those people that need are updated with
each input or output state. ControlMate can queue multiple outbound messages – but each takes around 3-10 seconds to be
actually sent – so with 6 notified users, and 2 queued messages each - the queue positions could take some time to flush out to
the recipients.
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INZsms and OUTZsms messages are sent when an INCOunter or OUTCOunter counts up to zero.
These values may be set to a negative value, and increment when the in/out switches ‘on’.
If the value is positive, the in/out counter continues upward – to a limit over 3200020 - with each ‘on’ trigger event.
The counters will not increment from a value of zero.
To start an upward positive counter, set a value of 1 or any non-zero value.
DIALIN commands that trigger ‘output’ events will be notified in the same way.

SPECIAL CASE MESSAGES:
•
•

If a message is received by the unit with the words BALANCE, EXPIR or CREDIT, ControlMate will send a
notification to all ADMIN users – in event the SIM account is running low on credit.
If a message is received with the word CODE in the text, ControlMate will send a notification to all the ADMIN
users in the CLI list – in event the SIM provider is notifying you of an important access or other ‘code’.

OBSERVATIONS
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

20
21

EEPROM (persistent) memory values are stored as needed, however, if you want to retain any recently updated
operating states and variables – perform a soft-reset, or remove the power.
A hardware reset will NOT always save the latest values.
If ControlMate generates too many text messages, too quickly to fit in the outgoing queue, the ‘last’ messages
are dropped21 - and the red ‘status’ LED is flashed – but ControlMate will continue sending those previously
queued messages that were stacked up before the overflow.
If ControlMate has difficulty sending an individual message, it will retry that message several times before
‘dropping’ that specific notification.
The more you think about the INON/OFF, and OUTON/OFF text descriptions – the more informative the
notifications will be. ControlMate tries to tie together as much information as possible to make meaningful
messages.
When a message is sent out, it tries to make the most use of the CLINAMe information and the ControlMate I/O
status to provide the most informative messages. ‘John’s Mobile’, ‘Office Desk’ etc will help identify operator
requests.
If the xxON or xxOFF messages are only 1-character – that specific message will not be sent as an SMS
notification. This is to support ‘on-only’ or ‘off-only’ notifications etc.
SET CLINAM or SET SITE NAME supports MiXed CaSe names.
*SET (with asterisk) will force the names to all lower case. (Just a software kink!)

Max up-count value is 32767, then rolls over to -32768 and continues counting toward zero.
As soon as positions are released in the first-in-first-out basis.
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•

•

•
•
•
•

POWER SUPPLY requirement with 12V supply
CONTROLMATE:
- Start-up, approx. 200mA (with short peaks during network registration).
- MODEM ON: No LED, no relays active 90mA when idle.
- MODEM OFF: No LED, no relays active 50mA when idle.
Add for each relay ON=20mA, LED panel adds approx. 80mA
While actually sending SMS messages, add approx. 150mA to any situation.
If the (30 sec) average supply drops below a reliable operating voltage, a warning is sent to ADMIN users. If the
supply drops below a critical level, the controller enters low-power state, and can only be restarted with a
power-cycle.
Supply voltage is displayed for confidence purposes only.
Input trigger current ~2mA (<2K7 ohms across closed-contact).
High-side input opto-couplers are biased to +5V via 330-ohm pull-up.
If the modem has been turned off, and no attempt at outgoing messages has been
made for 24
hours, the controller will enter hardware deep-sleep to conserve remaining battery
condition. Only
a power-cycle can restart normal operation.
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CONSIDERATIONS
IF A PULSED OUTPUT is manually set ‘on’, then left to run its duration – and automatically turns ‘off’ after the pulse
has expired, and another command of any source turns the output on again – the ControlMate has no awareness of
the external equipment state, and will simply initiate another output pulse cycle. OUTSMS notifications will be sent
if configured.
If you dissociate a SLAVE controller, remember to remove it from the CLI (and/or SMS) lists – otherwise if configured,
the controller will still think it should send OUT on/off messages to the SLAVE.
When configuring & testing SLAVE mode, it is important to correctly associate the CLI numbers between the sending
and receiving controllers. If the receiver (slave) is not aware of the sending CLI, it will reply, telling the sender that it
is not recognised, and this may bounce back & forward forever! It is strongly recommended to test & setup slave
mode with a PC connected as a console / terminal.
If the modem has been turned off, and no attempt at outgoing messages has been
hours, the controller will enter hardware deep-sleep to conserve remaining battery
power-cycle will restart normal operation.

made for 24
condition. Only a

To reduce power in battery powered installations – for example overnight. Remember incoming SMS commands are
not received when the modem is turned off, but local events and timers22 are still active. What you might try, is
using a timer event to SET MODEM OFF in the evening (to save battery power), then after some other event in the
morning – e.g. another timer, or daylight sensor – set a command to SET MODEM ON. This will allow you to send
and command all day, but only allows the controller to send outgoing notifications overnight. There are many
variations to this concept.

INTERNATIONAL OUTBOUND TEXT MESSAGES
Your SIM plan MUST support international text messaging if you intend to send SMS
otherwise the controller operation can be severely compromised. Different carriers
differently, but the controller can’t always figure the replies out – and gets tangled up

overseas,
respond
!

INCOMING MESSAGES are unaffected, but the auto reply can lock the unit up.
To recover it may be required to power-cycle the controller to resume normal operation.

WHEN PROGRAMMING OR OTHERWISE CHANGING THE CONTROLMATE SETUP,
PRECAUTION THAT DEVICES CONNECTED TO THE OUTPUT RELAYS DO NOT
UNEXPECTEDLY.

TAKE
ACTIVATE

22

The clock when the modem is ‘on’ are derived from the cellular network. When the modem is off, the time is maintained
locally, but is not as accurate over longer periods. When the modem is turned on again the clock will be resynchronised to the
network.
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INSTALLATION
MOUNTING DIMENSIONS

•
•
•
•

Use M3 x 10mm spacers (min. 8mm) between the controller and mounting plate.
Ensure metalwork parts are not able to shake loose after installation, causing short circuits.
A great source of small hardware is at www.tarapath.com.au
A single drop of Loctite, paint or nail varnish will lock the screw heads.
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INPUTS & OUTPUTS

FRONT connection points on the ControlMate module
The front of the controller module contains –
The RELAY OUTPUTS (0-3 left-to-right) 10A@24VDC / 5A@240VAC
N/O-COM-N/C 3-way 5.08mm (available as vertical or horizontal mounting).
The physical orientation of connectors may differ from those shown above.
The relay outputs may be used to trigger virtually any external device, but installers ensure that all cables are
secured and isolated from each other to avoid incorrect operation, or hazardous electrical conditions.
OUTPUTS may activate at ANY TIME under automatic control. Ensure
and safety procedures are in place to avoid injury or death from moving
electric shock.

adequate signage
equipment or

OUTPUT-n
NO C

NC

L
N
E
Mains connections must be made
by a qualified electrician.

Mains wiring to achieve ‘relay on’ = ‘socket on’ with LIVE/ACTIVE WIRE SWITCHED

CONTACT WITH MAINS VOLTAGES CAN BE LETHAL!
APPLY ALL COLOUR CODES AND STANDARDS WHEN INSTALLING!
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The optically-isolated CONTACT-CLOSURE INPUTS (0-3 left-to-right)
0V - IN
2-way 5.08mm (available as vertical or horizontal mounting)

normally-open contact

A normally-closed contact

Checking for AC mains presence

ControlMate INPUT examples
DO NOT APPPLY ANY EXTERNAL VOLTAGE DIRECTLY TO CONTROLMATE ‘INPUT’ PINS!
If it is necessary to use an externally powered source to drive the ControlMate inputs, place a small relay or other
isolation between the external device and the ControlMate pins.
For inputs that may be intermittent, jittering, or transient, use an ONDELay or OFFDELay to filter out short term
changes from triggering the ControlMate logic. For severe cases of high-frequency re-triggering, e.g. ‘invisible’
50/60Hz fluorescent light flicker, add a small (e.g. 47uF/10V) electrolytic capacitor directly across the input pins.
Observe the correct polarity!
If you are using the basic version of software – without ONDEL, you may also filter some input noise, implement a
short delay by placing a small capacitor in parallel across the input pins. If the capacitor is polarised – remember to
connect the positive leg to the right-side + pin!
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RECOMMENDED ENCLOSURE
Altronics H 0332A / RITEC 220x160x60mm ABS IP65 Clear Lid – use the supplied gasket!
This may also be manipulated to contain the LED panel as shown below.

The following are required to maintain the IP65 ingress rating
• Floating internal mounting plate HA 0312A (steel)
• Altronics H0370 / RITEC external mounting kit
• An SMA Male-Female extension is required to externalise the multi-band 3G antenna
to the exterior of the case.
• IP-rated cable glands to suit the cable diameters you’re using, see…
http://www.altronics.com.au/hardware/cable-glands-grommets/?pz=32&type_1=cable-glands

We can supply this 3G antenna when ordered as an optional item. (3dBi gain)
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POWER & CONTROL CONNECTIONS

REAR connection points on the ControlMate module
The rear of the controller module contains –
The modem and SIM card holder. Under the edge of the modem, there is a RED power LED, and a BLUE
network LED… these are controlled by the software.
The cellular antenna may be attached directly to the modem, or an external antenna with a longer cable
may be fitted in low-signal areas.
The DC power supply input (nominally 12-15 volts DC polarity protected)
2-way 5.08mm
Using 24V directly into the ControlMate requires a voltage regulator
upon request). Where possible, use a clean 12-15V source, or an external
reduce the 24V source down to 12-15VDC

(supplied free
regulator to

This 24V regulator is available to drop local 24V down to 12-15V for the controller
A 6-pin header is provided for factory use only - do not connect to this point.
The soft-restart button. This does not affect the controller hardware reset pin, which is only available on the
console connector (below).
Holding this button for 5-seconds during power-on/reset will CLEAR ALL USER CONFIGURATION SETTINGS to default values. The
serial console session will display warnings if a clear-all is about to take place.
Under a ‘normal’ soft-restart EEPROM values (counters, output states etc.) are saved before all power-fail, or soft restart events.
Soft-restart only functions when the controller is ‘running’.
(( Only a hardware reset will reset the unit without saving the current volatile states, counter. They will return to their most recently
saved value at the next power-on cycle. ))

You can also see the green ‘activity’ LED, and red ‘attention’ indicators.
A ‘console’ connector for use with a PC or terminal via USB or serial
connection. TTL levels @ 115200-8-N-1

Pins: 1=0V /

2=RxD / 3=TxD→ / 4=DTR/Reset / 5=+5V→ @ max 200mA

A 10-way IDC ribbon-header for the LED ribbon cable.
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USING CONTROLMATE
In many applications, once set up, ControlMate will just do what it does, and keep you informed. However, there
are times when you may want to control an output remotely.
Use the correct size SIM card – not trimmed or fitted in an adapter! The SIM connector
and any placement error may make the connection unreliable.

is very precise,

BASIC CONNECTIONS

POWER-ON
Attach a power supply (nominally 12V DC), and wait for the green activity LED to blink every 1.5 seconds.
If the GREEN *and* RED LEDs remain lit together for longer than a minute, check the SIM card is seated correctly,
and the SIM credit is paid-up etc. There is no power switch… to perform a hard-reset – remove the power, wait 10
seconds, and reconnect.
IMPORTANT: If the unit can’t connect to the onboard modem or to the cellular network, the controller will
retry & reset every few seconds – in ongoing attempts to reach the network.
If the RED LED blinks rapidly, the SIM card may be asking for a PIN number (see below).
The first time each unit is ‘connected’ in a new location or a new network may take a little longer than usual.
When ControlMate is turned on, it initially sets all outputs to a pre-set state (default all off), or to their ‘last-known’
states, then attempts to initialise the cellular connection. The activity LED will remain steady on while the device is
being registered on the mobile network.
Once ControlMate is ready, the GREEN activity indicator will blink every 1.5 seconds when the modem is on, and
every 4 seconds when the modem is turned off.
If the LED stops blinking for a few seconds, the unit is waiting for something to happen outside its control – but will
usually remain blinking during operation.
The RED attention LED indicates that the modem is initialising, or something
happening with the modem / SIM card account.
start-up – indicates the SIM card requires the PIN number to be cleared before the
can be used.
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If the modem can’t register to the cell network at all (also above) – there is
card service problem23, or signal strength issue. Unfortunately you can’t check
until after registration is complete, but as soon as you have any connection –
to receive a signal strength report in ‘bars’…

possibly a SIM
the signal quality
request SHO SIM

The unit MUST be able to connect – at least initially – to the network, so the clock/time-of-day, and timers can
operate. Even when the SIM credit has expired, the controller will operate locally – but as soon as it tries to ‘send’ a
message – the castle will come falling down.

GETTING STARTED
The SIM card must not have PIN number security enabled
If needed, put the SIM in your mobile phone to disable the SIM PIN security code.
Before connecting power or any external devices to ControlMate
Install a SIM card into your controller, connect the 3G antenna.
Apply power (nominally 12V DC), and wait approximately 30 seconds for the green LED to blink every 1.5 seconds.
Next to the ‘power in’ connector - if the Green *and* Red LEDs stay lit for more than a minute, check the SIM card is
seated correctly.
Correct start-up & wireless connectivity is indicated with the green LED blinking every 1.5 seconds.
When a ‘new’ modem is first connected – it may take up to three) minutes before the network acknowledges the
IMEI and SIM in a ‘new’ cell area.
IMPORTANT: If the unit can’t connect to the onboard modem or to the cellular network, the controller will
retry & reset every few seconds – in ongoing attempts to reach the network.
Attaching the outboard LED panel is not critical at this stage, and will show the I/O status, not configuration details.
Send the following messages to your controller’s SIM number.
You’ll receive an SMS reply for each command that is sent...
WHEN PROGRAMMING OR OTHERWISE CHANGING THE CONTROLLER SETUP, TAKE
ANY DEVICES CONNECTED TO THE OUTPUT RELAYS DO NOT ACTIVATE

PRECAUTION THAT
UNEXPECTEDLY.

Let’s get started
The *asterisk prefix is a back-door override to ignore the caller’s number – allowing you to start working on an
‘empty’ controller. It’s not needed once your number has been saved.
OPTIONAL STEP 1 – CLEAR ALL CONFIGURATION SETTINGS
MESSAGE 1
*set clear all
<reply>

(Clear ANY previous settings)

STEP 2 – TELL THE CONTROLLER WHO YOU ARE
ControlMate uses your caller-ID to determine who can execute commands…
We have to tell the controller who you are.
If you send too many characters, or more messages before the controller can reply to the initial commands – the
later messages may be lost.
23

The SIM card must be set up without a PIN number configured. This can be performed by inserting the SIM into a mobile
phone and removing the SIM PIN security.
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*set clinum 0 012345678

(your phone ‘number’ stored into user number 0)

<reply>

set cliname 0 myName mcGoo (max 16 chars as the ‘name’ for user number 0)
<reply>

Note the *asterisk once the controller has learned your number as a known user.
You can add more names and numbers (without the *asterisk if they’re sent from your number).
Once saved in memory, they too can send messages without the *asterisk.
To check if that worked... send two commands in a single message – (see, no *asterisk!)
sho cli
(this will reply with the values for user number 0 set above)
<reply>

sho sim

(will send a message back to you about the modem, carrier & SIM card)

<reply>

Now... you have to work through settings in the user manual to set up ControlMate the way you want it to operate.
For configuration support, send your questions to info@SL4P.net

SIMPLE CONTROL
To turn an output on or off, you use simple commands
OUT 3 on
OUT 3 toggle
OUT 3 off or other output number (0-324) that you are trying to operate.

The output always uses the pulse/flash duration and notification settings that have been configured during set up.
The ControlMate will reply to you, and notify anyone else in the OUTSMS list with the output status change.
In the event the output was triggered by some other event – for example a INPUT change, DIAL-IN, or TIMER event,
those users in the OUTSMS list for output #3 would receive a message like this…
Out 3: PULSE (Start Genset)
by TIMER
Sent at 15:00

Event messages are time-stamped when they are sent –acknowledging the fact SMS messages may take some time
before being delivered to the recipient. If the time is shown as ??:?? – that indicates the modem has very recently
been powered on, and the message was sent before the controller clock could be synchronised… usually less than 10
seconds.
Starting with v190520, each output has an ‘on time’ counter which accumulates while that output is turned on. To
view the counter total, SHO OUT will display all the parameters for the nominated outputs. To zero the accumulated
time count on all outputs – use SET CLEAR ONTIME
SHO ONT will display the accumulated ‘on time’ for the outputs.
The accumulated periods are only saved to (EEPROM) memory upon a power-loss, or with a soft reset. This should
have no impact on normal user experience, as ‘hardware resets’ are a specific managed event or critical software
failure..

24

Users may be blocked from controlling specific outputs with the SET ACL (access list) command.
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WHO HAS ACCESS TO MY CONTROLLER?
We mention the CLI access list – which allows users to perform actions in ControlMate.
Generally speaking, anyone in the access list can do anything as an ‘administrator’, but members could be tagged as
a ‘user’ and restricted to using SHOW and OUT commands.
Typing the command SHO CLI will receive a reply like this –
To see a specific CLI entry, type SHO CLI n or SHO CLI {start} {end}
>sho cli 0
CLI #0
* 0402345665
MC mobile
INSMS
_ _ _
OUTSMS _ _ _
INZsms _ _ _
OUTZsms _ _ _
Out ACL 0 1 2
DialInDo [OUT
>

_
_
_
_
3
0 TOG]

If you only want provide users with limited access to some outputs
– e.g. the doors but not the pump…
You can set values in the ACL list with SET ACL 2 0123 will give CLI user 2 (as above) control of all four outputs (0123)
SET ACL 1 2 will allow CLI user 1 to control of output (2)
SHO ACL displays the current permissions for all users
To display the INSMS and OUTSMS assignments for all CLI members.
This is the most commonly used SMS notifications
Type SHO SMS
#
In / Out
0:* _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _
1:* _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _
>

There is another category of SMS (for zero counter events)
– see the command summary.
These are subtly different, but quite important.
Type SHO ZSMS.
#
InZ / OutZ
0:* _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _
1:* _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _
>

ONDELay and OFFDELay
To avoid false triggering on a noisy/chattering input, we can apply delays to the on and off input states before they
are acted upon by ControlMate.
Typing SHO IN 3 will show detail about input #3. (SHO IN displays all inputs, but in less detail)
>sho in 3
[In 3] ON
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ON dly 3.0min
OFF dly 3.0min
IN ON
=[Daylight!]
IN OFF =[Evening]
OnCmd =[OUT 0 on]
OffCmd=[OUT 0 off]

As well as showing the current state for input #3, this indicates there are DELAY values associated with this input,
along with the ‘names’ and command actions when the input changes state.
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onCMD and offCMD
onCMD and offCMD, are associated with specific inputs to provide local ‘intelligence’ without user intervention.

Note: these are different / in addition to the INON and INOFF commands.
•

onCMD and offCMD – replace the MAP functions used in the V1 ControlMate.

Each input’s ON or OFF event may be used to trigger any controller function. Typically these may be to turn an
output on or off, but can be used for so much more.
EXAMPLE:
SET ONCMD 1 OUT 03 on

Will turn output relays 0 & 3 ‘on’ every time input #1 reaches the ‘on’ state. You can put any single controller
command in here. Even those that ‘change’ the controller configuration.
Let’s set up the basics for an input channel The state change name/messages, and the trigger delays
>set inon 0 Daylight!
IN 0: ON message (Daylight!)
>
>set inoff 0 Evening
IN 0: OFF message (Evening)
>
>Set ondel 0 3m
Input 0 ON [Daylight!]
Delay set to 3.0min
>
>set offdel 0 3m
Input 0 OFF [Evening]
Delay set to 3.0min
>

Now we can tell Input # 0 what to do when triggered – if anything…
>set oncmd 0 OUT 0 on
INPUT 0 ON=[OUT 0 on]
>
>set offcmd 0 OUT 0 off
INPUT 0 OFF=[OUT 0 off]
>

That’s everything SHO IN 0 will display a response as below >sho in 00 is OFF:[In 0 OFF]
ON=[ou]
ON dly 200mS
OFF dly 200mS
Total: 2.0sec ON to-date
ON =[out 1 on]
OFF=[out 0 off]

When any function or output is triggered by a command, the pulse and other settings are observed as always.
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ONSTATE and SAVE
Provide the means to initialise the controller outputs to a ‘known’ state, or restore the last used output states.
ONSTate sets the initial value that is required after the
power-cycle or restart.
These will be used if SAVe mode is turned OFF, but if
turned ON, the controller will immediately store the
‘current’ output states, and automatically keep them
updated with any changes – so that if a power failure
the relays will be restored to the current states upon
restarting.

next
>set onst 2 on
Initial state for Output 2
ON (Out 2 ON)
>set last on
Use Last-Known out state

occurs,

>set last off
Use saved out states

IMPORTANT: SET SAV OFF will revert to using
most recent states
– until they are explicitly defined using SET ONST n ON/OFF as required.
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COMMAND ALIASES (SUBSTITUTION)
To make life easier… you can substitute hard-coded ControlMate terms with application-friendly words to make
operation more intuitive... Lights, Pump, Generator, gate, unlock, open, start, stop etc. Rather than type OUT 2
ON, you can use other words to create more meaningful commands perform the same function.
Ultimately, this means you don’t have to remember what’s connected t each input and output – you can refer to
them by name.
set alias PUMP
RUN
START
STOP

OUT 2
ON
ON
OFF

Now, when you send these commands –
PUMP RUN

will be executed as
OUT 2 ON
will be executed as
OUT 2 ON
will be executed as
OUT 2 OFF

SHO PUMP will be executed as SHO OUT 2

Or whatever words float your boat! The substitutions may be
in a command. The original ControlMate commands remain
set alias SHUTDOWN OUT ALL OFF,
SHUTDOWN in the future will turn all outputs off (the same as
ALL OFF)

>sho alias
-- ALIAS -0: [pump] = [out 0]
1: [run] = [on]
2: [stop] = [off]
3: [gene] = [out 1]
4: [start] = [on]
>
>pump run
[pump] = [out 0]
[run] = [on]
20:53 Out 0 ON by Local CMD
>
>gene start
[gene] = [out 1]
[start] = [on]
20:53 Pump Run by Local CMD
>
>gene off
[gene] = [out 1]
20:54 Out 1 OFF by Local CMD
>

set alias
set alias
set alias

PUMP START
PUMP STOP

used anywhere
untouched.
then typing
typing OUT

NOTES:
Aliases should not be used in multi-line commands – as they change the length of the line.
Substituted words should remain in the same ‘order’ as the original command.
Ideally, the object of your command must be first, followed by the verb/action. e.g.
ON OUT x should be OUT x → ON
RUN PUMP (above) won’t act correctly because the action and object words are exchanged.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

If you use letters which are contained within another word – it may become confusing…
For example substituting START with ON would change RESTART to REON
Commands have been formed to minimise the chance of this happening.
Avoid replacing standard control terms like OUT with IN and things like that!
Alias substitutions are one word, replaced with up to 24 characters – which should be adequate for most
applications. E.g. SET ALIAS ALLON ALL OUT ON
If you accidentally create an alias incorrectly, type SHO ALIAS to see the current assignments, then SET CLEAR
ALIAS n (or SET ALIAS {blank}) to delete that single substitution.
To delete an alias by name, use SET ALIAS { fromString } without a second word which will search for
{fromString}, and remove the substitution.
You can use aliased commands to perform xCmd, Timers and other ‘macro’ functions
– but the ControlMate words will be translated before they are saved in the function.
To avoid interfering with configuration, substitutions are not applied to SET commands.
Be careful when using existing command words – if you make a mess…
– remove that substitution and start again!
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SLAVE MODE
Slave mode uses an extra outgoing message to mirror local output changes on another ControlMate. This capability
allows two or more units to be located far apart, but co-operate to control external equipment. There is nothing to
stop the remote unit sending back to the local unit as a separate ‘slave’ relationship.
If any CLI members are set as a SLAVE to the ControlMate, the local output on/off state will be mirrored to the
receiving unit, but importantly, the remote units will execute the change of output state independently according to
their own configuration.

SLAVE MODE EXAMPLE
Only output messages are ‘slaved’ in a 1:1 manner from the ‘sending’ to the ‘receiving’ ControlMate – in either
direction as configured. Only the ‘sending’ unit needs to have CLI SLAVE mode selected.
IMPORTANT: The sending unit must have OUTSMS enabled for the desired outputs to be ‘forwarded’ to the slave.
The ‘receiving’ controller must have the ‘sending’ controller’s number in its CLI list or the control messages will be
rejected.
DON’T make both ends CLI slave to each other on the same outputs!!!
Both units can slave to each other on different outputs without a ping-pong message effect.

A more complex SLAVE MODE example
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
PULSE
Outputs may be set for on/off operation, or to activate for a specific PULSE duration.
Default is latched on/off operation.
Pulsed output ON events are always notified to the CLI sender and OUTSMS users.
Pulse OFF events are only ever notified if the pulse duration is 30 secs or longer, and only when tagged in the
OUTSMS settings.
When a CLI user sends an ON command to a pulsed output, the pulse OFF notification will not be reflected to
the sender – because the OFF event is generated by the pulse duration, not the sending user.
FLASH
Outputs may be set for repeated flashing as long as the output is ‘on’ – whether as a static ‘on’ state or as a
pulsed ‘on’ duration. Flashing only occurs during the ‘on’ state of the output, and does not increment
OUTCOunter.
CAUTION: If the flash rate is shorter than 100mS, all time-of day events will not be updated while the flash
sequence is active. This includes timer events!
TIMER
Timers may be configured to perform any controller function on specified days of the week.
N/O or N/C
INVERTED / NON-INVERTED operation
Input contacts may be assigned to be asserted either
when they are ‘open’ (Normally OPEN) or ‘closed’ (Normally CLOSED)
DELAY
After an input pin state is changed, this is the period before the ControlMate logic executes the desired
action. Default immediate
ONCMD / OFFCMD
For unattended operation, inputs may be programmed to control other functions when the input changes
state. The inputs and outputs still comply with the delay and pulse/flash configurations as already set.
SLAVE mode
When a CLI number is designated as a SLAVE, any output states that have OUTSMS assignments – are sent to
the ‘slave’ as OUT n ON/OFF messages – to mirror the local output on the remote device. All other
functionality is identical and managed independently for both controllers.
Other regular notification messages are sent to CLI users as usual.
ALIAS
You can replace ControlMate commands with application-friendly words.
Lights, Pump, Generator, gate, unlock, open, start, stop etc.
Rather than typing OUT 2 ON, you can use more meaningful words to perform the same function. e.g.
GENERATOR START
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CONDITIONAL OPERATIONS
In some situations, you may need to control equipment when two separate events occur – either together
(AND) or separately (OR).

LOGICAL ‘OR’ FUNCTION
To combine two separate input trigger events in an either-or arrangement, there are three possible solutions
depending on ow you need to control the target device.
INPUT-OR – allows two or more contact closure sources to be paralleled to a single input – that either
contact will cause the input state to change. The input conditions apply as normally.
OUTPUT-OR – one possible situation is that two relay outputs are configured for different operation (e.g.
steady, flashing or pulsed), and under different circumstances will control the same target device – perhaps
a sign, or siren…
To achieve this, simply parallel the two output relays to the target device so that either relay will activate the
equipment.
xxCMD-OR – within the ControlMate unit, more than one input (perhaps with different input state
conditioning), can be configured (using onCMD/offCMD) to control the same output or function. Hence if
either of the inputs are asserted, the command will execute the same command.
In this case, all input conditions are observed for each input individually – as are all output settings for the
nominated relay outputs.

LOGICAL ‘AND’ FUNCTION
To control a device when two trigger events are ‘true’, use the following method.
OUTPUT-AND - where two or more relay outputs are wired sequentially to close a circuit only when both
relays are active.
The relay outputs may still be configured to operate with any of the ControlMate functions, but the target
circuit will only be ‘true’ when all input, map and output conditions are met.
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WORKED EXAMPLES
SETTING UP
1. Check the CallerID access list to find an empty position…
SHO CLI

Let’s add someone to the CallerID access list – in position 4
SET CLINUM 0 hisphonenumber
SET CLINAM 0 John Smith
Up to 10 CLI users (0::9) may be added
What we can see with SHO CLI is that there are named users in the controller

EXAMPLE 1 – SIMPLE DAYLIGHT SENSOR
Assumptions:
•
•

CLI user #0 has been defined with a valid phone number for text messaging.
The light sensor provides a contact closure when the light level is ‘bright’, and open-circuit when ‘dark’.

Set N/O contact closure mode
set ino 3 (the default)
Give meaningful names for input 3 to be used in SMS notifications
set inon 3 Daylight!
set inoff 3 Twilight...

Set up the input with 5-minute hold-off delays on input 3, to avoid short cloudy periods, car headlights etc.
set ondel 3 5m
ride over any short term changes in the light… headlights etc
set offdel 3 5m
same at evening time – ignore shadows from trees, clouds etc
Configure CLI user #0 to receive notification text messages from input 3 (among any others)
set insms 0

0123

Voila!
At daybreak and sunset, you'll receive text messages from the daylight sensor.
If the delays have been included, the message will be sent only after the light change has been stable for 5 minutes.
OPTIONAL EXTRA
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If you want to automatically turn relay #2 ON at sunset, then OFF automatically five-hours after sunset…
Connect input #2 wiring in parallel with input #3 above…
We need to use a second input, because there are two ‘offMap’ events associated with input #2.
set ino 2 (the default)
This will ensure the on time of input #2 is in sync with input #3, and the off event is delayed by 5 hours after
darkness has settled.
set ondel 2 5m
this is the same turn-on delay used for input 2 above
set offdel 2 5h
this provides the 5-hour turn-off delay needed for relay 2
Now use the map functions to ‘connect’ input #2 to output relay #2, to drive the output ‘on at sunset’, and ‘off 5hours later’…
set oncmd 3 out 2 on
turn relay #2 on at the same time that input #3 goes ‘dark’
set offcmd 2 out 2 off wait 5 hours after input #2 goes dark – then turn off relay #2
And some more fun…
Give meaningful names for relay #2 to be used in SMS notifications
set outon 2 Sign ON
set outoff 2 Sign OFF

Configure CLI user #0 to receive notification text messages from relay #2 (among any others)
set outsms 0 0123
you’ll get additional messages when the sign goes on or off.

EXAMPLE 2 – FARM GATE -or- COOL-ROOM DOOR WARNING
The gate occasionally gets left open or unlatched, leading to loss of stock, intruders, or the cool room running
overtime to maintain the temperature.
1. Connect a reliable sensor or switch to detect the latch action.
Ideally it should be an N/C switch – so that you’ll be notified if the wiring is broken accidentally.
2. Choose a spare input. Let’s use input # 2
Set it for N/C operation
SET INC 2

3. Give the input some helpful identification.
INON 2 The gate is open
INOFF 2 The gate is closed

4. As a door, it sometimes takes a minute or two to carry things through, so sending a notification as soon as it is
opened would be a waste of time. The farm gate could be ‘closed’, but rattling against the latch in the wind.
Let’s add some hysteresis delays
SET ONDEL 2 2mins
SET OFFDEL 2 30secs

5. I want John (CLI #4) to be notified when the gate is changes state.
SET INSMS 4 2 This means only input #2 changes will contact user #4.
If John wants to receive other input messages we would combine the input numbers – like:
SET INSMS 4 023 - for notifications from inputs 0, 2 & 3
That’s all.
Hang on… let’s add a warning light to indicate the door has been left open.
6. Connect the light circuit to a spare relay output – let’s use output #3

and give it some information…
SET OUTON 3 Warning Light ON
SET OUTOFF 3 Warning Light OFF
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7. Associate the gate input #2 events with the warning light output #3
SET ONCMD 2 out 4 on
SET OFFCMD 2 out 4 off

8. We don’t need SMS messages if the light relay changes state, but in a pinch we could ask to see if it’s on or off
with:
SHO OUT 4 to return the current output states.

EXAMPLE 3 – START & STOP AN ENGINE
We’ll stick with ’user John Smith’ for this example.
This example can happily co-exist with the farm gate on the same ControlMate.
1. The generator set requires a 5-second pulse on output #0 to initiate the start sequence, and a 20 second pulse

on output #1 to stop & spin-down the engine.
SET PUL 0 5 secs
SET PUL 1 20 secs
2. Let’s give it some descriptive words…
SET OUTON 0 Start Genset
SET OUTOFF 0 Release Starter
SET OUTON 1 Stop Genset
SET OUTOFF 1 Release Genset

3. So, to start the generator remotely, all I need to send is :
OUT 0 ON, and to bring it to a stop…
OUT 1 ON

4. To let John Smith (in CLI #4) know what’s happening with the generator (on relays 0 & 1)…
SET OUTSMS 4 01 - along with any other outputs he may be interested in

Now, just to use up the extra input #1 of the ControlMate, let’s add a wall switch to start & stop the generator… the
switch must be held for 2 seconds before the generator will be started, but will shut-down immediately the switch is
opened.
A good example for using an N/O switch I this case - to ensure a broken wire doesn’t start the generator!
1. Wire up the switch in N/O mode to input #0
SET INO 0

2. Wait 2 seconds before acting on the switch going ‘on’
SET ONDEL 0 2 secs

But make sure the off delay is immediate
SET OFFDEL 0 0

3. We want the switch ON to start the engine on output 0, but to stop the engine with output 1
SET oncmd 0 out 0 on
SET offcmd 0 out 1 on

The outputs will look after their own pulse timing etc.
Now one last thing…
The generator needs a 5–second pulse to start, but could be running earlier than that…
4. If it raises the ‘running OK’ indicator attached to input #1
– we can release the start pulse sooner than the 5-second pulse duration.
Friendly names…
SET INON 1 Running OK
SET INOFF 1 Not running
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5. When input #1 goes true, we can turn the starter #2 off early… (without touching the ‘stop’ output)
SET oncmd 1 out 2 off
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OTHER EXAMPLES
By using combinations of wiring, logic and configuration, other solutions may include starting a pump automatically
at dawn (based on a daylight sensor – and/or timer event), then stopping the same pump (with a float switch - when
the ‘from tank’ is empty, or the ‘to tank’ is full – or a different timer event at the end of the day.
Here are some more…

Delayed ‘on’ event, with warning output
This is similar to the sunset delay example above.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Wire two inputs ( 1 & 2) together in parallel
Set an onDelay for input 1, and no delay for input 2
Use onCmd on input 1, to turn output 1 on
Use onCmd on input 2, to turn output 2, pulse for the duration of input 1’s onDelay.

The result is that output 2 will turn on (pulse) for the same period as input 1 onDelay, and will turn off when output
1 turns on.
If you add a flash duration to output 2 – it can be used to flash a light, or sound a recurring beeper/buzzer during the
onDelay period

Notify me when the engine has been started 200 times
This example uses the output counter, and ‘zero notification’ messages.
The input and output counters always count ‘up’ on every ‘on’ events, so you can keep a tally of inputs and outputs
independently.
If the starting value is set to a negative value, the counter will increment until it reaches zero, and if the correct
settings are in place – send a notification message to the associated users for every start while the counter equal to
zero.
Assumptions:
CLI user #0 has been defined with a valid phone number for text messaging.
The ‘engine’ under control is connected to output relay #1
SET OUTCO 1 -200
SET OUTZsms 0 1

initialize the output ‘on’ counter (the # of starts before notification occurs).
tell the controller to notify CLI # 0 when output #1 reaches zero

You’ll receive a special ‘one-off’ notification when the output ‘ON’ event count reaches zero.
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DISPLAY / OUTPUT OPTIONS

A serial ‘maintenance/configuration’ terminal may be
connected to the console connector, which provides direct
the same commands and messages as the SMS commands &
responses25.

access to

Start-up diagnostic information begins approximately two
after any reset or restart event.

seconds

This displays version and modem / SIM / carrier information.

The serial console may require a passcode to
the command session, and will time-out after 10
of console inactivity.

enable
minutes

FROM v190222 – the PIN has been changed to a userPASSCODE. See the SET PASS command family.

25

defined

Serial console communications are TTL levels @ 115200/8/N/1
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LED In/Out Status Display
The LED panel is provided as two rows of single colour LEDs.
The leftmost four columns are the input states, the right-hand
four LEDs are the output states.

LED INPUT states may be :
RED
GRN

Currently ‘OFF’
Blinking: The input is within a delay period before ‘on’ or ‘off’ state is asserted
Currently ‘ON’

LED OUTPUT states may be:
RED
GRN

Currently ‘OFF’
Blinking: The output is within a pulse ‘on’ period
Currently ‘ON’

Possible layout / labelling options…
Other LED layout / functions are available.
To set the current LED panel display layout, use SET LEDPANEL n
Legend sheet may be mounted to an internal bracket, behind a clear acrylic faceplate – with the LEDs facing forward
through the sheet for maximum protection. Alternately, holes may be drilled in the user’s cabinet for the indicators
to protrude as needed.
LED PANEL MODE 0 (default)

Two rows of 1 colour LEDs

One row of Bi-colour LEDs

LED PANEL MODE 1 (configurable)
Signal level is updated every 10 seconds.
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Initialisation / LED Indicators
During power-on / restart, the LED panel indicates fundamental states from leftmost-to-rightmost.

Indications from left-to-right – two rows are always illuminated - to confirm the LEDs are working.
IN-0:

Serial and control pins have been initialised

IN-1:

I/O pins have been initialised

IN-2:

Modem port open

IN-3:

Completed loading EEPROM values

OUT-0:

Modem power-on

These next two LEDs may alternate a couple of times
– especially when the modem is first used in a new location.
OUT-1:

Modem can see the network, registering…

OUT-2:

Controller is registered on network, PIN is OK.

Message Send Failure

During operation, if the LEDS alternate between the LEFT-half / RIGHT-half several times, then stop while the
modem restarts, it indicates the modem was unable to complete sending an SMS / receive confirmation from the
cellular carrier. Check the SIM account / credit – as this is usually the cause of send failures. The RED & GREEN LEDs
on the main board also alternate in the same cycle.
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CONSOLE CONNECTIONS
A ‘console’ connector for use with a PC or terminal via USB or serial connection.
levels at -

TTL

115200-8-N-1

Pins:

1=0V / 2=→RxD / 3=TxD→ / 4=DTR/Reset

Widely available USB-TTL converters from eBay, and the 3-wire connection.
IMPORTANT: Even though the COM ‘port’ may be visible to programs, and appears to work – some low-cost USB adapters don’t
operate correctly upon the first attempt being plugged in (?) This is a manufacturer’s driver issue – and you need to unplug,
close your app/terminal session to release the port – to ensure that device port has actually been released before reconnecting
the USB adapter and continuing.

PuTTY TERMINAL CONFIGURATION
PuTTY is the preferred serial console terminal utility.
In general, PuTTY uses the default Serial settings, using SESSION branch to set the serial port and speed.

As shown in the LH screen – you can SAVE the session settings for each USB adapter if needed
– they have auto-assigned COM port numbers when you connect for the first time.
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TeraTerm CONFIGURATION
As well as selecting the serial port and speed, as below.
Go to the SETTINGS menu – Serial Port :

To ensure the console messages are displayed properly.
Go to the SETTINGS menu – Terminal

If you intend to use the LOAD function, It is also necessary to configure the paste settings.
Go to the SETTINGS menu – Additional Settings :
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MODEMS
3G (legacy)
The choice of a 5320A or 5320E modem is dependent on whether you are using the Telstra, or Optus/Vodafone 3G
networks, and the specific bands active in your area. See 4G below.
With the 2G/3G module (5320x) – legacy until sold out.
•
•

Primarily Telstra / Vodafone 3G – order the [A] modem
Primarily Optus/Vodafone 3G – order the [E] modem

4G
ControlMate is now available with a 4G modem (7600C) that operates on all Australian carriers we have tested to
date. The new 4G module automatically uses the following bands across 2/3/4G allocations
•
•
•
•
•

Quad-Band TDD-LTE B38/B39/B40/B41
Tri-Band FDD-LTE B1/B3/B8
Dual-Band TD-SCDMA B34/B39
Dual-Band WCDMA/HSDPA/HSPA+ B1/B8
GSM/GPRS/EDGE 900/1800 MHz

To locate cell services & towers in your area (Australia only), this website offers a lot of information.
https://www.rfnsa.com.au/
Here’s an internet thread that explains Australian mobile bands
https://whirlpool.net.au/wiki/mobile_phone_frequencies
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CONFIGURATION RECORD
A [FRIENDLY NAME] that appears on
all SMS texts from the controller
The mobile number for the controller

SITE NAME
Mobile Number

CLI
0
1
2
3
-

AD/SL
CLINUMber
admin
mobile number
user
mobile number
user
mobile number
slave
mobile number
up to TEN CLI positions (0-9)

INPUT
0
1
2
3
TIMER
0
1
2
3
4
OUTPUT
0
1
2
3

INV

ONdly

N/O
N/O
N/O
N/O

0
0
0
0

Controller Version

CLINAMe

INSMS (0123)

OUTSMS (0123)

INZsms (0123)

OUTZsms (0123)

DIALIN

boss
worker
others
etc

Input no’s
Which send
SMS to
each user

Output no’s
Which send
SMS to
each user

User will be
Notified when
In counter n = 0

User will be
Notified when
out counter n = 0

Command to run
When user dials in
With ‘voice call’

OFFdly INon text
0
0
0
0

SMS text when input 0 = on
SMS text when input 1 = on
SMS text when input 2 = on
SMS text when input 3 = on

HH:MM

Days Wke/Wkd/…

07:00
12:00
15:45
19:00
23:30

Mo we Wkd All etc
Sa Su Wke etc
Mo Tu Wkd etc
Th Fr Su Wkd etc
Mo we Wke All etc

INoff text

onCMD command

offCmd command

SMS text when input 0 = off
SMS text when input 1 = off
SMS text when input 2 = off
SMS text when input 3 = off

Command to run when in = on
Command to run when in = on
Command to run when in = on
Command to run when in = on

Command when in = off
Command when in = off
Command when in = off
Command when in = off

Command
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run

TIMER
5
6
7
8
9

HH:MM

Days Wke/Wkd/…

07:00
12:00
15:45
19:00
23:30

Mo we Wkd All etc
Sa Su Wke etc
Mo Tu Wkd etc
Th Fr Su Wkd etc
Mo we Wkd All etc

TimerCMD
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run
Command to run

OUTon text

OUToff text

PULSE duration (mS/S/m/h)

FLASH rate (mS/S/m/h)

SMS text when output 0 = on

SMS text when input 0 = off

0= latch on/off

0=no flashing

SMS text when output 1 = on

SMS text when input 1 = off

0= latch on/off

0=no flashing

SMS text when output 2 = on

SMS text when input 2 = off

0= latch on/off

0=no flashing

SMS text when output 3 = on

SMS text when input 3 = off

0= latch on/off

0=no flashing

Copy / Add extra sheets as needed.
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CONNECTIVITY WORKSHEET

Copy / Add extra sheets as needed.
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